2018 Annual Report

SCHOOL SUMMARY
KM EXPLORE MISSION
The mission of KM Explore is to engage a community of learners through authentic learning experiences by
empowering them to be self-motivated thinkers, creators, and collaborators.
KM EXPLORE VISION
The vision of KM Explore is to customize student learning through an integrated learning framework that
fosters authentic collaboration, engagement, and reflection.
KM Explore is founded on five learning pillars:
● A generative curriculum is the understanding that students, community, and teachers work
together to develop or create “in the moment” learning experiences.
● A multiage learning structure is built around connecting students from various grade levels
spanning K-5, focused on working collectively to create a meaningful learning experience for
students in the classroom and school communities.
● Habits of Mind are a framework for learners to internalize and apply life skills that will make them
more successful innovators, collaborators, problem solvers, and lifelong learners.
● Place-Based Learning is the belief that learning takes place inside and outside of the school walls
and that the community and its members are all part of the anytime/everywhere learning
environment.
● Team teaching involves two or more educators simultaneously encouraging creativity, flexibility,
and learning in the classroom environment. Collaborative teaching helps develop and model
learning behaviors, ideas, and skills.
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DIRECTOR NOTES

ENROLLMENT SUMMARY

This school year marks a milestone in that students
who began with us, in our pilot year in
kindergarten, have now just completed fifth grade.
They were our first cohort of students who spent
their entire elementary career at KM Explore. In
many ways, we remain steadfast and true to our
founding pillars, we have also experienced a
tremendous amount of growth over the course of six
years.

2018-2019 Projected Enrollment
Total Students:

141

Total Applicants /
Space Available

58 applied / 32 accepted

Previous Enrollment Data
2017-2018

To spotlight and elevate place-based learning
experiences, both our governance council and
teaching staff have worked towards strengthening
this learning pillar this year. Our governance council
took on an annual goal of each member building a
place-based experience, which was monitored at
each meeting. In conjunction with the governance
council, our KM Explore staff focused on building
ongoing place-based experiences for students
through artists in residence, partnerships, and/or
community collaborations. Student learning was
elevated this year as we pressed forward with
community connections with the High School of
Health Sciences (HS^2) and the Medical College of
Wisconsin, Carroll University, Jam Ak Jam Afro
Dance Theatre, and the Waukesha Civic Theater.

Total Enrollment: 138
Total Applicants: 54
Total Accepted: 32
Students with Special Needs: 7.9%

I am looking forward to another year to engage,
navigate, and discover.
Laura Dahm
Director, KM Explore

2017-2018 GOVERNANCE COUNCIL MEMBERS
Name

Term Expires

Benjamin Fronk | 4th and 5th Grade Educator at KM Explore

June 2018

Carolyn Hahn | Marketing & Communication Manager at Wisconsin Parkinson Association

June 2018

Alyssa Tsagong | Director of Education at Wisconsin Public Television

June 2019

Christine Kavalauskas | Naturalist at Retzer Nature Center

June 2019

Jane Oliver-Purton | Director of Youth Services at Delafield Public Library

June 2019
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PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS
●
●

●
●

●
●

●

KM Explore was featured in a ten-part series of Kettle
Moraine, published by Competency Works
KM Explore listed by a think tank, Getting Smart, on the
“Smart List: 85 Elementary & Middle Schools Worth
Visiting” across the United States
Barb Shaver, KM Explore teacher, serves as the chair of the
KM Global High School Governance Council
The 4th annual RechargED conference was held this winter,
led by Lisa Welch and the district’s lead personalized
learning team
100% of KM Explore teachers have participated in or led a
micro-credential, or professional learning badges
Beckie Cavanaugh served as Past President of the music
educators organization, AWAKE - Association of Wisconsin
Area Kodak Educators
Library Media Specialist, Stephanie Wieczorek, was
awarded a KM Impact Grant to support the purchase of
Virtual Reality headsets

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT DATA
Percentage of students in grades 3-5 who are at or
above grade level expectations as measured by
Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) assessment:

2017-2018 Data
Area

KM Explore

District Average

Math

81.9%

71.7%

Reading

79.2%

72.8%

Average of 2014-2017 Data
Area

KM Explore

District Average

Math

84.1%

78.9%

Reading

79.8%

75.5%
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2017-2018 SCHOOL GOALS
Goal

2017-2018 Progress

Provide a curricular
model that incorporates
customized learning,
habits of mind,
place-based learning,
and is interconnected to
national standards
delivered through
interdisciplinary learning

●

Build an assessment
framework incorporating
a portfolio, summative
and formative
assessments, and
self-reflection

●

Offer relevant
professional development
to faculty to support the
instructional framework
and charter school
mission

●

Encourage parent
involvement and dynamic
community partnerships,
and continue building a
positive school culture on
campus with students,
staff, and parents

●

●
●
●

●

●
●

●
●

Developed partnership with Prairie Springs Environmental Center, an
extension of Carroll University, to integrate place-based learning and science
curriculum
Continued to expand student understanding and use of personal goal setting,
portfolio-based assessment and/or learning plans
Implemented a focus on life science, by utilizing the progressions of
standards created by the district science committee
Averaged a monthly place-based experience across our classroom
environments, ranging from guest speakers, field trips, ongoing partnerships,
artists in residence, and service learning
SeeSaw, a digital portfolio framework, has been utilized by students,
teachers, and parents in grades K-5 this year. This tool is used as a digital
repository for students to link their work, set goals, write reflections and
upload photos
This year, we compiled student progress reports and learning plan feedback
and provided summative grade reports to parents via Infinite Campus
Participated in two design thinking models this year to build out a design
prototype around literacy and multiage experiences
Continued participation in local, statewide and national professional learning
opportunities including RechargED, Personalized Learning Convening, iNACOL
Symposium, and Literacy Links
Many staff members participated in or led micro-credentials this year
Implemented Great Start Conferences at the start of the school year, which
allowed an opportunity for students, parents, and teachers to build or grow a
relationship prior to the first day of school
Parents helped raise over $7500 at our annual community dinner this year with all proceeds going back to their student’s learning experiences and field
trips
Each governance council member is responsible for building a
community/school connection
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GENERATIVE AND INTERDISCIPLINARY LEARNING
With Generative Curriculum being at the heart of our instructional pedagogy, we continue to refine what this means
with our students. We have worked to support learner-generated topics, skills, and content, while infusing rigorous
learning standards and targets. Learning seminars, or studies, continue to be an in-depth, interdisciplinary delivery
model for our students. Take a look at some of the generative and interdisciplinary studies offered this year:
Interdisciplinary
Studies

Seminar Description

Cricket Farming

Looking for the perfect pet? Crickets may be your answer! A growing wave of cricket
farming is taking over the US. Compared to traditional food sources such as chicken or
beef, crickets are much more efficient at turning their own feed into protein. Students
learned all about this potential industry, the life cycle of a cricket and its preferred
habitat. Then, students set off to make their own prototype of a cricket farm and tried to
raise and reproduce their own crickets.

Life science,
research, persuasive
writing and
advertising, design
thinking, habits of
mind

The Science of
SNOW
Science, language
arts, physical
education, research,
scientific
vocabulary, habits of
mind

Start a Revolution
US History, reading
fluency, script
writing, oral
speaking skills,
habits of mind

Green Thumb
Science, Social
Studies, math,
language, habits of
mind

Rube Goldberg
Machines
Physical science,
Math, habits of
mind,
communication

Off to the Park
Social studies,
coding, language
arts, researching
skills

In the seminar, Science of Snow, students expanded their knowledge regarding snow,
precipitation, states of matter and seasons. They learned how snow is formed and about the
many different types of snow. Under a frozen microscope and glass slides, students even
“caught” and examined their own snowflake to see its intricacies and uniqueness. Students
then chose different topics about snow and then researched and wrote about them. They
took photos of snow, built snow forts, and finally, as a culminating activity, “snow
students” got a lesson on snowshoeing and went snowshoeing around campus.
After examining many causes of the Revolutionary War, students in this seminar started
reading narrated accounts of popular war stories such as Paul Revere's midnight ride, The
Boston Tea Party, or The Battle of Lexington and Concord. Then, students were charged
with discovering 8-10 of the lesser-known stories from the war. They voted on their
favorite undiscovered story and set to work checking facts for accuracy, writing a script,
and ultimately putting on a play production of their story.
For the third year in a row, KM Explore students embarked on laborious, months-long
interdisciplinary learning to run a fundraising plant sale. In this study, the students learned
how to care for the plants and why the right amount of water, warmth and sun is so
important! Students created signs and flyers to promote their hard work, and even
determined the pricing of each variety of plant to make a profit. Students discussed the
importance of having information available for customers and making sure that they could
answer questions about each variety of plant. Then, they opened for business and
welcomed the community to our "plant store".
In this study, students learned that there are six simple machines in our world, and these
machines can all be used in conjunction to build a Rube Goldberg machine. Students
learned about why these types of machines are useful for our world, and why building
principals rely on these machines. Students then brainstormed and discussed the materials
and types of simple machines they would want to build and ultimately experimented with
creating them out over a period of weeks. Students learned many habits of mind in this
seminar, including persistence, striving for accuracy, and creating, imagining & innovating.
In this seminar, students learned about U.S. National Parks and their importance to US
culture, economy, and tourism. They used a variety of different media to learn about the
parks, including several augmented reality sites that allowed the students to actually “visit”
the parks. Students then chose a park to research. With the support of Mrs. Wieczorek, our
media specialist, students were able to share their knowledge of the park they researched
on a coding site called “Co Spaces” by creating a virtual park.
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH AND PLACE BASED EXPERIENCES
The idea that learning is best activated through a community is a strong thread in our work at KM Explore,
and we work to instill the value of our school and local community within our students each day. Some of
our many community connections our students experienced this year:
High School of Health Sciences

Mitchell Park Conservatory

Medical College of Wisconsin

KM Golden Lasers - Senior Citizen Group

Milwaukee Historical Society

Wildlife In Need - Dousman

Retzer Nature Center

Waukesha Historical Museum

Harley Davidson Museum

Nature’s Classroom Institute

Prairie Springs Environmental Center

Waukesha Civic Theatre

Jam Ak Jam Afro Dance Theater

Carroll University Education Department

Bright Ideas Learning Community

Sharon Lynne Wilson Center

Kettle Moraine High School

Discovery World

Betty Brinn Museum

Waukesha/Delafield Public Libraries

Goodwill Industries International

Food Pantry of Waukesha County

2017-2018 NOTABLE NUMBERS
3,147

$7,502

Student posts on SeeSaw

Raised through our annual Taco Dinner

18

266

Chickens hatched this spring in our chicken coup

Plants sold at our Annual Plant Sale

$3,442

41

Spent on busing to field trips

Tents and campers set up for “Camp Out on Campus”
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2017-2018 STUDENT, EMPLOYEE, AND PARENT FEEDBACK
Each spring, the Kettle Moraine School District asks parents, employees, and students to take a survey to
gauge their satisfaction with their school and the district. The tables below outline the results of these
surveys, showing percent favorable responses.

Student Survey Data (Grades 4 and 5)
School Climate | Perceptions of the overall social and learning climate of the school

68%

School Engagement | How attentive and invested students are in school

57%

School Learning Strategies | How well students deliberately use strategies to manage their
own learning process generally

63%

School Safety | Perceptions of student physical and psychological safety at school

68%

School Teacher-Student Relationship | How strong the social connections are between
teachers and students within and beyond the school

70%

Action Steps for 2018-2019
●

●

Teachers and students will be working in mentor groups this year, in which each teacher will have
a K-5 group of students or “family” of students. Within this model, we will embed student voice
and choice to have students pick ongoing service projects to invest and give back to the school and
greater community.
Perceptions of peer to peer respect was a specific question that our students rated low in this
survey. A focus within the mentor groups will be on habits of mind and respect as we work to build
collaborative expectations and a strong learning community that is safe and inclusive for all
students.
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Parent Survey Data
KMSD Staff | How well the staff at this school show professionalism, respect, and meet my
child’s needs

95%

School Climate | Perceptions of the overall social and learning climate of the school

89%

School Fit | School pedagogy and academic and behavioral support fit my child’s needs

85%

General| Perceptions of overall contentment of school

82%

School Safety| Perceptions of students physical and psychological safety at school

95%

Action Steps for 2018-2019
●

●

Teachers and students will continue to communicate with families through student progress
reports, utilization of digital tools such as SeeSaw and email/phones calls. However, more
deliberate action will be taken to communicate and build on student strengths and positive
contributions, as well as more timely feedback updates on student academic progress.
The director will seek more feedback from parents through parent rounding sessions. These short,
individual conferences will be targeted around three questions: What is going well? What could be
improved? Who would you like to recognize?

Employee Survey Data
Communication |Receiving timely, accurate communication within the district

82%

Future Plans | Would recommend KM to a new family or job applicant and have future plans
to stay in the district

72%

Professional Learning | Opportunities and availability of relevant professional development

69%

School Climate| How do parents, students and teachers influence the respectful,
supportive, and enthusiastic culture in the school

86%

School Leadership| Perceptions on the influence of school leaders on the quality of your
work

77%

Work Environment |The work environment is respectful, professional and positive

95%

Action Steps for 2018-2019
●

One particular area to dive into this year will be professional learning and growth. As we move
towards a model of micro-credentialing, it is worthy collect anecdotal data from the KM Explore
staff on their perceptions of this professional learning model, find areas of strength and weakness
in the model, and to collaboratively generate a list of professional learning topics to address this
school year.
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